## Changes to the fourth edition following May 2015 update

### Introduction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Amendment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table 4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Amendment to note F4 to include floating floor requirement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Separating Walls – Masonry

**E-WM-28**

All diagrams All Cavity insulation coloured blue to match actual material.

### Separating Floors – Concrete

**E-FC-1**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-4**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-5**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-6**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

Diagram 2 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

Diagram 3 3 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-7**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

Diagram 2 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

Diagram 3 3 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-8**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-9**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-10**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-11**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-12**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-13**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-14**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-15**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.

**E-FC-16**

Diagram 1 2 “built in” removed from external cavity closer statement.